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On the Synthesis of Very Sharp Decimators and
Interpolators Using the Frequency-Response

Masking Technique
Yong Ching Lim, Fellow, IEEE, and Rui Yang

Abstract—Decimation and interpolation are very common
multirate signal processing operations. Conventional decimation
or interpolation technique using polyphase filters has the ad-
vantage that for a given transition-band sharpness, the filter’s
computational complexity decreases with increasing interpola-
tion or decimation factor. Nevertheless, if the transition band
of the decimation or interpolation filter is very sharp, the com-
plexity of the filter may still be very high. The complexity of a
very sharp filter may be reduced using the frequency-response
masking (FRM) technique. However, as shown in this paper, for
a given transition-band sharpness, the computational complexity
of the classical FRM method does not reduce as rapidly as the
increase in decimation or interpolation factor. In this paper, we
present a novel variant of the FRM technique for interpolation
or decimation application. In this new variant, the computational
complexity reduces as rapidly as the interpolation or decimation
factor increases. The reduction in computational complexity
increases with decreasing transition width. Over an order of mag-
nitude reduction in computational complexity is achieved when
compared with conventional polyphase approach in a particular
example presented in this paper.

Index Terms—Decimators, FIR filters, frequency-response
masking, interpolators, multirate filters, very sharp filters.

I. INTRODUCTION

ALIASING problems arise when the sampling rate of a
signal is altered as a result of decimation or interpola-

tion. In order to reduce the aliasing problem to an acceptable
level, an anti-aliasing filter is used to filter the signal before
decimation or after interpolation. The design of anti-aliasing
filters (decimators and interpolators) are well reported in the
literature [1]–[5]. In cases where as much of the information
must be faithfully preserved as possible, the anti-aliasing filter
must have very narrow transition width. The complexity of a
finite impulse response (FIR) filter is inversely proportional to
its transition width; therefore, filters with very sharp transition
widths are very complex. The frequency-response masking
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(FRM) [6]–[31] technique has been used very successfully in
the synthesis of very sharp filters with very low complexity.

In an interpolation process, the input signal’s sampling rate is
lower than the output signal’s sampling rate by a “factor of ,”
where is an integer. The input signal is first interpolated by
inserting zero and then filtered by the interpolation filter. Since
only one out of every of the input data to the interpolation filter
is nonzero, the computational rate of the interpolation filter may
be reduced by ignoring all multiplications involving zero value
elements. In a decimation process, the input signal is filtered by
a decimation filter and only one out of every samples of the
filtered signal is required, where is the decimation factor; the
other outputs are discarded. The computational rate of the dec-
imation filter may also be reduced by ignoring all the discarded
outputs. By discarding the multiplications involving zero valued
input samples and unwanted output samples, the computational
complexity can be reduced by a factor of ; this is referred to as
the “factor of ” reduction in computational complexity in this
paper. The polyphase technique can easily exploit this “factor
of ” reduction in computational rate.

The polyphase technique can be easily applied if the filter
is a direct-form FIR filter. If the filter consists of a cascade of
two filters, in general, only one of the subfilters may achieve the
“factor of ” reduction in computational rate.

A filter synthesized using the FRM technique is essentially a
system consisting of FIR subfilters connected in parallel and in
cascade. Its -transform transfer function is given by

(1)

In this paper, we will assume that all the subfilters are zero-phase
filters in order to simplify notations. Causality can be easily re-
stored by inserting the appropriate number of delays into the
subfilters.

In (1), and are the -transform transfer func-
tions of the overall filter system and the bandedge-shaping filter,
respectively. and are the -transform transfer
functions of the masking filters. The bandedge-shaping filter

is derived from a lowpass prototype filter by
substituting one delay element by delay elements. The com-
plete structure synthesizing (1) is shown in Fig. 1.

The main advantages of the FRM technique are 1) that it em-
ploys subfilters with either very short length (in the case of the
masking filters) or very sparse coefficient values (in the case of
the bandedge-shaping filter) and 2) that the resulting effective
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Fig. 1. Structure of a filter synthesized using the FRM technique. All the
subfilters are assumed to be zero phase. Causality can be restored by introducing
appropriate delays into the subfilters.

filter length is only slightly longer than that of the theoretical
(Remez) minimum.

Because of the cascade nature, in general, filters synthesized
using the conventional FRM technique cannot benefit fully from
the “factor of ” computational advantage of multirate imple-
mentation. In this paper, we introduce a variation of the FRM
structure. In this variation, the filter system is recast into one
consisting of three subfilters. We also show that this variation
will benefit fully from the “factor of ” computational com-
plexity reduction of a multirate implementation.

In Section II of this paper, two types of transition-band char-
acteristics for an interpolator or a decimator are presented. The
two types of transition-band characteristics give rise to two sep-
arate problems in the design of FRM-based interpolation or dec-
imation filter as discussed in Section III. Our new variant of the
FRM structure for implementing interpolation and decimation
filters is introduced in Sections IV–VI. Polyphase implementa-
tion for the new FRM structure is presented in Section VII. In
the FRM technique, each delay of the bandedge-shaping filter
is replaced by delays. The optimum value of for multi-
rate implementation is derived in Section VIII. The effect of the
frequency responses of the subfilters on the overall filter’s fre-
quency response is discussed in Section IX. In Section X, a very
sharp “factor of five” interpolator/decimator example that is de-
signed using our new variant of the FRM structure is presented;
over an order of magnitude saving in computational complexity
is achieved. The narrowband special case where is even is pre-
sented in Section XI.

II. TRANSITION-BAND CHARACTERISTICS OF

INTERPOLATION/DECIMATION FILTER

The relationship between the signal frequency spectrum and
filter frequency response of an interpolator and a decimator are
shown in Fig. 2. For the 1-to- interpolator, the input signal

is expanded by a factor of in sampling rate to produce
the signal .

The spectrum of contains not only the baseband spec-
trum of but also periodic repetitions (images) of this spec-
trum, as shown in Fig. 2(c). The lowpass filter serves as
an anti-imaging filter to attenuate these images to produce the
output signal . The ideal frequency response of the low-
pass filter is

otherwise
(2)

as illustrated in Fig. 2(d).
The frequency response plots for the various components for

an -to-1 decimator are shown in Fig. 2(g)–(j).

Fig. 2. Frequency spectrum of an Lth interpolation and an Lth decimation
process.

In actual implementation, a sharp cut-off filter instead of an
ideal filter is used for the interpolator/decimator. Two types of
transition band characteristics are shown in Fig. 3. Note that in
Fig. 3(a), the stopband edge is less than or equal to .
This type of transition band characteristics places all aliasing
energy in the stopband of the filter. Another type where a small
amount of the aliasing energy is placed in the transition band of
the filter is shown in Fig. 3(b). In this case, and are often
selected such that . Since the transition
width of the filter used in Fig. 3(b) is twice that in Fig. 3(a), the
complexity of the filter in Fig. 3(b) is approximately half that
in Fig. 3(a). The transition band of the filters discussed in this
paper includes .

III. PROBLEM OF THE FRM-BASED INTERPOLATOR/DECIMATOR

The principle of the FRM technique is illustrated in Fig. 1,
[6]. We will use the implementation of an interpolator or
anti-imaging filter to illustrate the problem encountered by an
FRM-based filter. A similar problem arises in the implementa-
tion of a decimator. In Fig. 1, can be implemented very
efficiently using a polyphase structure since the input signals
are nonzero only at intervals of samples. The coefficient
values of are nonzero at intervals of samples. The
output signal of is nonzero at intervals of HCF ,
where HCF is the highest common factor of , and

. and can be implemented very efficiently
using the polyphase structure provided that the output of

is nonzero at intervals of samples. Hence, under
this condition

HCF (3)

i.e., is an integer multiple of . It has been shown in [6] that
not all values of will produce a feasible design. Specifically,
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Fig. 3. Frequency responses of interpolator or decimator. (a) Stopband edge
! = �=L. (b) Stopband edge ! = 2�=L� ! . The sampling frequency is
2�. L is the interpolation or decimation factor.

the FRM technique will produce a feasible design only if both
of the following conditions are satisfied:

Condition 1: Neither nor is an integer;
and are the passband and stopband edges, respectively, and
the output sampling frequency is .

Condition 2: , where is the
largest integer less than .

Although it is always possible to find a value of that will
lead to an efficient implementation in the single rate case, it is
not so in the multirate case if a factor of saving in compu-
tation load is desired. If the transition band of the filter is cen-
tered at so that and , as shown in
Fig. 3(b), will be less than and will be
larger than ; if is an integer [as required by (3)], then

, and hence, Condition 2 above is vi-
olated. If , as shown in Fig. 3(a), then Condition 1
is violated. Thus, the conventional FRM technique will not be
able to benefit fully from the “factor of ” computational saving
available from a multirate system.

IV. NEW VARIANT OF THE FRM STRUCTURE FOR

INTERPOLATION/DECIMATION

Reorganizing (1), we have

(4)

Define

(5)

From (4) and (5), we have

(6)

Fig. 4. Alternative realization structure for filters synthesized using the
frequency-response-masking technique.

Fig. 5. Variant of the FRM structure suitable for multirate implemention.

giving rise to an alternative realization structure as shown in
Fig. 4.

A special case of the variant is when the bandedge-shaping
filter is derived from a halfband prototype filter. In this
special case, the band-edge shaping filter can thus be expressed
as

(7)

where

(8)

and is the length of . Note that is a function
of . Substituting (5) and (7) into (6), we have

(9)

where is given by

(10)

This gives rise to another variation of the FRM structure
shown in Fig. 5. The impulse response of is nonzero
at an interval of . and are linear combinations
of the masking filters of the conventional FRM technique. This
will not introduce extra computational complexity when the
lengths of and are equal. The structure of
Fig. 5 is adopted in our approach. Since is a halfband
filter, the transition band characteristics of our approach be-
longs to the type shown in Fig. 3(b).

The new FRM structure shown in Fig. 5 contains two
branches, namely, a) and b) a cascade of and

. For an interpolation process, and can
be implemented very efficiently using the polyphase structure
since their input signals are nonzero only at intervals of sam-
ples. The coefficient values of are nonzero at intervals
of samples. The output signal of is nonzero at
intervals of HCF . can be implemented very
efficiently using the polyphase structure, provided that the
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Fig. 6. Frequency response of H (e ).

output of is nonzero at intervals of samples. Hence,
under this condition

HCF (11)

This requires to be an integer multiple of .

V. EVEN FACTOR INTERPOLATION/DECIMATON

If is even, it is easy to find a value of that satisfies (11) as
well as Conditions 1 and 2 stated in Section III. We will devote
this section to the discussion on the special case where is even.

As can be seen from Fig. 6, the bandedges of are
centred at where is an integer. (Note that

and may be written collec-
tively as .) For an interpolation or decimation
factor of , the interpolator’s or decimator’s bandedge should
be centred at . Thus, we have, or

integer
for even (12)

Thus, for even, is an odd multiple of .

VI. ODD FACTOR INTERPOLATION/DECIMATION

If is odd, in order to satisfy (11), must be an integer
multiple of . If is an integer multiple of , Condition 2 will
be violated, as already discussed in Section III. This difficulty
can be alleviated as follows.

Replacing by in (7), becomes
.

(13)

In this case, becomes a complex filter whose coeffi-
cient values are purely imaginary.

(14)

Fig. 7. Frequency responses of the subfilters for odd factor
interpolation/decimation. (a) Frequency-response of the bandedge-shaping
filter H (z ) and that of its complement. (b) Frequency-responses of the
filters H (z); H (z), and H (z). (c) Frequency response of the overall
filter.

The frequency response of , which is denoted by
, is that of shifted to the right by ,

as shown by the solid-line plot in Fig. 7(a). Let be
the complementary filter of . Thus

(15)

The frequency response of , which is denoted by
, is shown as the dash-line plot in Fig. 7(a). The

plot for is that for shifted to the left
by . The plot for and that for
are mirror images about .

Let the frequency responses of the masking filters
and be and , respectively. The
plots for and , where the bandedge
of for is determined by and
those for is determined by , are shown
in Fig. 7(b). (The role for and are
swapped if determines the bandedge for
and determines that for .) As can be seen
from Fig. 7(b), and are mirror images
about . Both of them can be obtained from a prototype
masking filter by shifting its frequency response by

to the left and right, respectively, where [see Fig. 7(a)]
is the passband width of the prototype bandedge-shaping filter
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. Referring to Fig. 7, the bandedges of the prototype
masking filter are

passband edge and (16)

stopband edge (17)

Let the length of be . Let the th coefficient values
of be . For odd, may be written as

(18a)

For even, may be written as

(18b)

and are derived from by replacing
by and , respectively. Thus

(19)

and

(20)

It is straightforward to show that the coefficient values of
are the complex conjugate of those of . Thus,

for odd, we have

Re (21)

and

Im (22)

where Re is a filter whose coefficient values are the
real part of the coefficient values of , and Im
is a filter whose coefficient values are the imaginary part of the
coefficient values of . Thus, in Fig. 5, and

are filters with purely imaginary coefficients, whereas
is a real coefficient filter. The overall output is real.

For odd, from (18a), (19), and (21), may be
written as

(23a)

For even, from (18b), (19), and (21), may be written
as

(23b)

For odd, from (18a), (19), and (22), may be written
as

(24a)

For even, from (18b), (19), and (22), may be written
as

(24b)
As can be seen in Fig. 7, the bandedges of or

centers at , where is an integer. Since the
interpolator’s or decimator’s bandedge should be centered at

, we have or

integer for odd (25)

Thus, for odd, is an even multiple of .

VII. POLYPHASE FORM

Equation (8) may be rewritten as

(26)

where, for even, is given by

(27a)

and, for odd, is given by

(27b)

Let be the th polyphase com-
ponent of . Thus, we have

(28)

Let
be the th polyphase component of . Thus, we have

(29)
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From (9), (26), (28), and (29), may be rewritten in terms
of its polyphase components as

(30)

VIII. OPTIMUM

The optimal (Remez) length of a lowpass filter with nor-
malized transition width is given approximately by the ex-
pression [32]

(31)

where and are the passband and stopband ripple mag-
nitudes, respectively. Note that for a halfband filter.
For completeness, expressions for and are
listed in the Appendix. It can be easily verified by substituting
suitable values that for , the first term becomes the dom-
inant term. Thus, we have

for (32)

Using our new method, the peak ripple magnitude of the
bandedge-shaping filter and masking filters should be less than
that of the maximum allowed ripple magnitude of the overall
filter because the bandedge-shaping filter is cas-
caded with . However, this does not significantly affect
the filter length because the filter length is more sensitive to
transition width than to ripple magnitude. Moreover, the ripple
of can partially compensate for the ripple of .
Details of the compensation effect has been discussed in [6].
Furthermore, we are only interested in estimating a good value
for . Thus, the filter length of the prototype bandedge-shaping
filter whose transition width is times that of the overall filter
is approximately . Taking into account that the prototype
bandedge-shaping filter is a halfband filter where half of the
coefficient values are zero, the number of nonzero coefficient
values for is given by

(33)

The transition widths of and are each
. Applying the result of (32), the length of each of

the masking filters is . This is also the filter lengths
of and . Thus, the lengths of and
denoted by and , respectively, are

The total number of nonzero coefficients, which is denoted by
, is, therefore, given by

(34)

Let be the value of that minimizes . To
find , differentiate with respect to and
equate the derivative to zero. Thus, we have

(35)

Substituting (35) into (34), is less than (the
number of coefficients required by the conventional polyphase
technique) if is less than 1/8.

If satisfies either (12) or (25) (depending on
the parity of ), then is selected as the value of . If

satisfies neither (12) nor (25), then the value of
used is one that satisfies either (12) or (25) and is in the vicinity
of . Thus, for even, we choose

(36a)

and, for odd, we choose

(36b)

In polyphase implementation, full exploitation of the filter
coefficient’s symmetry to reduce computational complexity
often leads to other complications such as requiring an ex-
cessive number of delays [33]–[35]. In the FRM technique,
for , it is straightforward to exploit the coefficient
symmetry of to reduce computational complexity.
Nevertheless, just like the conventional polyphase filter, the
coefficient symmetry for and cannot be easily
exploited without introducing other complications. We will
now consider the computational complexity where the coeffi-
cient symmetry for is exploited, but those for
and are not. Let be the number of multipliers for

after considering coefficient symmetry.

(37)

The number of multipliers for and are the same
as their filter length since their coefficient symmetry are not ex-
ploited. Thus, the total number of multipliers, which is denoted
by , required for is given by

(38)

To determine , the value of that minimizes
, differentiate with respect to ,

and equate the derivative to zero. Thus, we have

(39)

Substituting (39) into (38), is less than
(the number of multiplications required by the conventional
polyphase technique if coefficient symmetry is not exploited)
if is less than 1/4; if and is not
an acceptable value since must be an integer. Substituting

into (38), is less than if is less
than 3/16.
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If satifies neither (12) nor (25), then the value
of used is one that satisfies either (12) or (25) and is in the
vicinity of . Thus, for even, we choose

(40a)

and, for odd, we choose

(40b)

IX. FREQUENCY RESPONSES OF AND

The overall frequency response of the filter is not de-
termined by all the component filters at equal weighting
over all frequencies. Knowledge of how the frequency re-
sponses of the component filters affect the overall frequency
response is important for controlling the convergence of
nonlinear optimization algorithms when they are used for
the design of the component filters. This section is devoted
to the discussion on the relationship between the frequency
ripples of the various filters. Let the frequency responses
of , and be

, and
, respectively. [and, subsequently,

and ] are real, where the subscript represents ,
etc. is half the sum of and . As can
be seen from Fig. 8(c), is the frequency response of
a lowpass filter with wide transition width. , which
is shown in Fig. 8(d), masks and shapes , which is
shown in Fig. 8(a) to produce the frequency response shown
in Fig. 8(e). It is interesting to see that is
the correction term needed to sharpen to produce a
very sharp . The frequency responses shown in Fig. 8
correspond to those where the transition band of the overall
filter is determined by that of . A set of similar frequency
responses can be drawn for those where the transition band of
the overall filter is determined by the complement of .

Let the desired values of , , ,
, , and be , ,

, , , and , respectively.
, and equal

unity in their respective passbands and equal zero in their
respective stopbands. is 0.5 in the passband of

and is in the stopband of . Let the ripple
of , and

be ,
and , respectively. Thus, we have

(41)

(42)

(43)

(44)

(45)

(46)

We will assume that the frequency response at the transition
band of a subfilter is its desired frequency response. Thus, the
frequency response ripple of a subfilter at the transition band is

Fig. 8. Frequency responses of (a) H (z ), (b) H (z), and H (z), (c)
H (z) = 0:5� (H (z) +H (z)), (d) H (z) = H (z)�H (z),
(e) H (z)H (z ), and (f) H(z) = H (z) +H (z)H (z).

zero. We will analyze the frequency response ripple on several
frequency ranges.

Frequency Range I: Within the passband and stopband of

From (21), (41), (42), and (44), is given by

(47)

From (22), (41), and (42), is given by

(48)

Thus, ignoring second-order terms, is given
by

for equals (49a)

for equals (49b)

From (9), (44), (47), and (49), ignoring second-order terms,
is given by

(50a)

for equals (50b)

for equals (50c)

and are derived from . It can
be seen from Fig. 7 that the frequency range of
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for which equals and the frequency rage
of for which equals 0.5 map to the
same frequency range of . Thus, if the bandedge
of is determined by that of (i.e., if

is an odd multiple of ), the ripples of in the
frequency ranges to

and
the frequency ranges to

contribute only to the second-order term of the ripple
of . If the bandedge of is determined
by that of (i.e., if is an even multiple
of ), the ripples of in the frequency ranges

to
and in the

frequency ranges to

contribute only to the second-order term of the ripple of .
Frequency Range II: Within the transition band of

and the band where .
This corresponds to the frequency ranges from

to and from
to for .

From (9), (21), (22), and (43)–(46), we have

(51)

Ignoring second-order terms, we have

for equals (52a)

for equals (52b)

Thus, when the magnitude of is small, is de-
termined mainly by either or . As
approaches unity, the peak value of is bounded by

.

X. EXAMPLE

We arbitrarily choose the design of a “factor of 5” inter-
polation filter with a transition width of , where is
the output sampling frequency, as an example to illustrate our
method. The transition width is centered at . The passband
and stopband peak ripple magnitude is 0.01. The estimated
length [32] of the (Remez) optimum filter meeting this specifi-
cation is 1945. Thus, the computational rate is
multiplications per output sample when implemented using the
conventional polyphase technique.

For our new method, we have (and
). Thus, we choose . The lengths of the bandedge-

shaping filter and two masking filters are 195, 43, and 43, re-

TABLE I
RATIO OF ALLOWED RIPPLE PEAK FOR H (e )

TABLE II
COEFFICIENT VALUES FOR H (z)

spectively. The allowed peak ripple ratios for are tab-
ulated in Table I. The impulse responses for and
are tabulated in Tables II and III, respectively. The frequency
response of the filter is shown in Fig. 9. As can be seen from
the frequency response plots in Fig. 9, the frequency response
ripple changes rapidly near the transition edge; this is a typ-
ical characteristic of the frequency response of a filter synthe-
sized using the FRM technique. The frequency responses of the
subfilters are shown in Fig. 10. As can seen from Fig. 10(b),

is a filter with wide transition band. The frequency re-
sponse of [Fig. 10(c)] masks and shapes that of
[Fig. 10(d)] to produce the sharp frequency-response change
[Fig. 10(e)]. The frequency response of is par-
ticularly interesting. Within the passband of , it adds to the
frequency response of , boosting it to unity. Within the
stopband of , it cancels the frequency response of ,
nullifying it to zero. The computational rate is 36.6 [26.8 if
symmetry of is considered] multiplications per output
sample. This corresponds to a saving of over an order of magni-
tude when compared to the conventional polyphase implemen-
tation!
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TABLE III
COEFFICIENT VALUES FOR H (z)

Fig. 9. Frequency response of a multirate filter. (a) Passband response. (b)
Overall response.

Using the equations developed in [7] for the classical FRM
technique, the values of is 6 and the lengths of the bandedge-
shaping and masking filters are 121, 62, and 62 respectively.
Implementing the bandedge-shaping filter using the polyphase

Fig. 10. Frequency responses of the subfilters. (a) H (z), (b) H (z), (c)
H (z), (d) H (z ), (e) H (z )H (z), and (f) H (z) +H (z)H (z ).

technique, the computational rate is
multiplications per output sample.

XI. VERY NARROWBAND FILTER FOR EVEN

If the passband width of the filter is very narrow, the gen-
eral structure of Fig. 1 degenerates into the IFIR [36] structure
shown in Fig. 11. The frequency responses of the overall filter
as well as those of its subfilters are shown in Fig. 12.

(53)

Consider the case where is a halfband filter so that
can be written in the form of (8). Thus, we have

(54)

The structure for implementing (54) is shown in Fig. 13. Note
that is a filter where consecutive taps are separated
by delays. Narrowband synthesis corresponds to the case
where is the smallest integer larger than or equal to . Thus,

. The transition widths of and are
and , respectively. Note that

. The number of nonzero coefficients for is given
by (33), i.e., since . The number of coefficients
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Fig. 11. FRM technique for the synthesis of narrowband filter.

Fig. 12. Frequency responses of the filters in narrowband masking.

Fig. 13. Structure for implementing (54), where M = L=2.

for is . Thus, the frequency response masking
technique will produce a saving if

(55a)

i.e., if

for large (55b)

As already discussed in Section VIII, in polyphase implemen-
tation, exploitation of the coefficient symmetry of to
reduce computational complexity leads to other complications,
but the symmetry of can be exploited very easily. If the
symmetry of is exploited but not that of , the fre-
quency response masking technique will produce a saving if

for large (55c)

XII. CONCLUSION

The FRM technique essentially produces a system of subfil-
ters connected in cascade and in parallel. As a result, the compu-
tational complexity of a filter synthesized using the conventional

FRM technique may not decrease as rapidly with increasing in-
terpolation/decimation factor as it should be in multirate appli-
cation. In this paper, we presented a novel variant of the FRM
technique for interpolation or decimation. In this new variant,
the computational complexity reduces as rapidly as the interpo-
lation or decimation factor increases.

APPENDIX

[32]
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